
Important Information About Your 
New Washer...
Thank you for purchasing a Speed Queen topload washer! To register your product, go to www.speedqueen.com.

The Normal Eco Cycle

The Normal Eco Cycle is designed to meet the U.S. Department of Energy requirements for 
energy usage and water consumption. You will notice that this cycle uses less hot water to 
save energy and a spray rinse to reduce water consumption.

Normal
Eco

How does it work?

• The washer begins filling with cold water and a small amount of hot water, depending on the temperature 
selected.

• The washer finishes filling with all cold water and goes into agitation.

• During the rinse portion of the cycle, the wash tub won’t fill with water. Instead, there is a spray rinse.

These functions are unique to the Normal Eco Cycle and the Eco Special Cycles (see reverse side for details). All other 
cycles have no temperature restriction and utilize a full tub rinse.

Refer to the washer’s User’s Guide or go to www.speedqueen.com for more product information.

Please Note: Service Repairs NOT covered under factory warranty:
• Plugged or restricted drain pipes

• Plugged or restricted water filters or fill valve screens
• Home electrical issues

• Foreign objects found inside the washer or pump

• Cleaning fabric softener dispenser
• Low water pressure

• Machine leveling
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Special Cycles Reference

When you select the Special Cycles keypad, pressing the up and down arrow keypads will allow 
you to choose from eight different cycles. The display will show P and a number relating to the 
cycle. Refer to the table below.

Display Special Cycle Name Special Cycle Description

P1 Eco Heavy Duty This cycle uses a spray rinse to reduce water consumption. It also uses less hot 
water. It has a longer wash time than the Normal Eco cycle. If using fabric 
softener in this cycle, select the Extra Rinse option.

P2 Eco Delicate This cycle uses a spray rinse to reduce water consumption. It also uses less hot 
water. It has a shorter wash time and a gentler wash action than the Normal Eco 
cycle. If using fabric softener in this cycle, select the Extra Rinse option.

P3 Waterproof Wash waterproof items such as rain coats and bed liners with this cycle. It 
includes a gentle agitation, very low spin, and lower water levels.
For best washing results, add another item such as a cotton sheet on top of the 
waterproof items to make sure they get fully submersed in the water and that no 
air is trapped under the waterproof items.

P4 Super Soiled Use for very heavily soiled items. It includes a 15-minute Soak at the beginning of 
the cycle, a longer wash time than Heavy Duty and a Extra Rinse.

P5 Whites This cycle is designed to keep white laundry white. It utilizes a longer wash time. 
Use for items such as sheets and towels.

P6 Wool Wash wool items using this cycle. It includes cold water, a 30-minute soak, a very 
short gentle agitation, a one-minute spin, a cold rinse, and an extended spin time.

P7 Athletic This cycle includes a cold wash and a shorter, gentle agitation.
P8 Denim This cycle is similar to the Heavy Duty cycle but with a cold wash and longer spin 

time.
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